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Rizzone Planning for Hooper
Annex and Renovation

In a discussion on the use of the media in the Boston mayoral campaign
and other aspects of the campaign, Ron Brinn remarked that Ray Flynn
had a “built in constituency” which King did not have.

by SUSAN ROTH
it would allow “twice the amount of
In response to increased lobbying
working space.”
from both students and the Director
The extension would allow for addof Tufts’ health services, Dr. George
ed outpatient facilities, including an
Rizzone, plans for an extension to
enlarged laboratory, and pharmacy,
Hooper House are presently being
additional offices, bathrooms, conresearched, and may be finalized by
sultation and examining rooms, and a
the end of the semester.
larger waiting area, as well as a conRizzone’s plans for the extension
ference room. Rizzone related that
consist of a prefibricatd building comunder its present conditions, the
posed of modules that would have
health services staff must hold its
wooden siding on the outside and
.weekly conference at the Counselling
would “look like a real building,” accenter.
cording to Rizzone. The annex would
He specified that the new building
be centrally air conditioned and would
would “facilitate and expedite traffic
be connected to Hooper at the back
flow through the waiting room,
of the existing building. The back
though the space will not be physically
porch would be converted into an
increased. The functional waiting area
enclosed corridor connecting the two
will be increased, however.” Rizzone
buildings.
added that the new consultation space
Two options in the present plans inwould allow for “students to be seen
clude either a building with a foundaby-members of the staff in strict
tion and basement, or a structure set
confidentiality.”
on cement pillars without a basement.
Rizzone also cited the possibility of
E z o n e said that he would prefer to
simultaneous renovations of-the curhave a basement in the annex becasue
rent structure now. The proposed
renovations provide for increased
space for secretaries, two more baths
on
the second floor, the conversion of
“built-in constituency” that King did
one
bedroom into two offices and a
not have and that King should have
present
office into a bedroom, and the
looked for another constituency. conversion
of the present lab into a
Chevrinsky added that the Boston
nurses’
station.
Globe’s endorsement widened the
,
margin by which Flynn won the
see HEALTH, page 9
election.

Alumni Discuss Mayoral Lampaign
Ronald Brinn, Deputy Director of
Communications for the City of
Boston and Gerry Chevrinsky, Director of Political Coverage for WBZ-TV,
both Tufts graduates, commented on
the use of the media and on other
aspects of the Boston Mayoral campaign in a discussion last Monday at
the Lincoln Filene Center.
According to Brinn, “There is hardly an election todsv that isn’t impacted by the media, especialli thc
electronic media.” Brinn added that
the absence of Kevin White, Boston’s
mayor for 16 years, promised a competitive race. Both Brmn and Chevrinsky concurred that White was a
“master of the media.”
Brinn asserted that Kevin White
had been elected as a “neighborhood
mayor” and that while he lived up to
his expectations at first, issues such as
bussing developed that caused him to
leave the neighborhoods and go back
to City Hall.
Chevrinsky remarked that Boston
“has indeed gone back to the need for
a populist Mayor.” “It’s funny,” he
continued, “to see the situation
develop.”
Chevrinsky outlined the strategy of
WBZ-TV’s campaign coverage. After
May 26, when White announced his

decision not to enter the race, WBZTV decided to give coverage to all the
mayoral candidates during the months
of June, July, and August. Chevrinsky
stated that, at the end of the summer
the station ran a Labor Day poll to
assess which of the nine candidates
had a legitimate chance. The results
of the Labor Day poll designated Finnegan, Flynn, and King as the leading
candiddtrs WRZ Fubsequentlp
Iimiltd i t c wveragc to the three candidates, and then !*’ :\xn R S Finnegan
plummetred in the last few weeks of
the campaigning. Chevrinsky related
that both Plynn and King lacked
funds and turned their attention to the
unpaid media. Chevrinsky believes
that the newspapers and electronic
media enhanced the campaign. He
asserted that media coverage tells the
voter more than “slickly prepared
ads.’’
Chevrinsky explained that the King
campaign did not use the media well.
The media was receptive, he expanded, but King did not have people to
work with the media and lost opportunities. Chevrinsky added that
King’s campaign headquarters had
only one phone and was extremely difficult to contact.
Brinn remarked that Flynn had a

NSH to Expand Services
by SUSAN O‘HARA
A new student-run business, New
students, in the form of lower prices
Student Horizons (NSH), entered the
and better service.
Tufts student services this year. NSH
Rajan cites the NSH bus to New
is a profit-oriented corporation that
York City as an example. Although the
advertises itself as “students fulfilling
prices of both the NSH and the TSR
the needs of other students.”
trips are the same, NSH provides
Sunil Rajan, president of NSH,
refreshments for the ride. And, says
began the business because he felt it
Rajan, “NSH can do better organizacould provide the Tufts community
tion for the trip.”
with services that are not provided by
Although NSH and TSR do comTufts Student Resources (TSR) and
pete with travel services, NSH has
could more’efficiently provide some
agreed not to undertake any otter proservices that TSR already offers. “We
jects that TSR provides.
are not so much an alternative [to
President of TSR Sam Duboc states
TSR] as a supplement,” says Grant
that he doesn’t “see NSH as being in
Guilbeault, Vice President of Student
direct competition with TSR.” In fact.
Services at NSH. The leaders of NSH
Duboc says, “I think NSH is a good
agree that the purpose of the business
thing. It’s good to see it happening.”
is not to compete with TSR, but, since
Because NSH is run on the profit
some competition is inevitable, the
see N S H , page 4
results can only benefit the Tufts
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Proffering the Facts

TheTufk Dailv

To the Editor:
In responding to J.R Suarez’s 21
November letter to the Editor, I am
confronted with several problems.
First, I do not know if the author had
all the facts when the letter was composed, since the 17 November Daily
article contained a crucial typist’s
omission in the sentence reporting the
CSL‘s decision on the case of the student appealing (the correction of
which appeared on the same page as
Suarez’s letter). For the sake of argument, I’ll assume that Suarez is also
an avid Observer reader and so knew
the CSL‘s decision regarding this case.
Clearly, you are entitled to an opinion,
but as Chair of the CSL, I feel compelled to proffer a few points. 1) The
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CSL overturned some but no1 all of.the
disciplinary panel’s decisions; 2) the
CSL is acutely aware of the problem
of excessive alcohol consumption at
Tufts, if nothing else because most of
the cases that come before us are
alcohol related; and 3) please don’t
throw your Pachyderm away, but do
keep posted on the CSL‘s meetings,
(which you are welcome to attend)
because in early spring we will be
voting on new regulations regarding
social policy which are currently being prepared by the Deans of Students
and the Directress of Student Activities.
Jeanne Dillon
CSL Chair

.

An Urgent Struggle
To the Editor:
Tom Peirce’s article, “Guatemala:
Caught in the Middle’’ (Daily, Nov.
23) cannot go unanswered. In assessing the need for the Guatemalan
liberation struggle to be more widely
recognized, Tom Peirce is correct; in
his analysis w d interpretation of the
facts, he is wrong. Without engaging
in an extensive overview of the
specificities of-Guatemalansociety and
the historical evolution of the
Guatemalan revolutionary struggle, I
would like to comment on some of the
specific assumptions put forth by Tom
Peirce.
The article argues that “from the
South, left-wing guerillas are slowly
gathering in force against Guatemala’s
military government, resulting from
Nicaragua’s dedication to the ideal of
exported revolution.” First, the
guerilla movement is by no means
operating from the South. Guatemala
is divided into departments, and the
three utmost Southern departments,
Jutiapa, Santa Rosa, and Escuitla, are
very peripheral to the struggle. They
have the smallest Indian populations
in a country which is 50 to 70 percent
inaian (depending upon the racial
biases of the census), and only the
FAR - one of the least important
revolutionary organizations - has any
substantial influence there. Second,
Peirce’s assumption that the guerilla
movement is infiltrating Guatemala

from the outside ( i.e., through the
South), is based on his belief that it
“results”
from Nicaragua’s
destabilizationof the region. The roots
of the current revolutionary struggle
are fundamentally internal and the
struggle itself is ages older than the
four-year-oldNicaraguan revoloution.
After the United States put an end
to the only democracy ever in
Guatemalan history ( Aevalo-Arbenz!
period, 1944-54), fierce middle and
lower-class resistance to military rule
culminated in the bloody defeat of the
FAR guerilla movement in the late
1960’s. As the Guatemalan generals
personally responsible for this unprecedented bloodbath succeeded
each other in power during the 1970%
a rural development movement from
below materialized with @e hlep of the
Church, peasant grass-roots organizations, Jesuits, the Peace Corps and
countless international relief organizations. By the mid-l970’s, this
cooperative movement was perceived
as a threat to the neo-feudal economic
status-quo and military domination,
and thus labeled “communistic”. Peasant and Church leaders, foreign
volunteer workers and trade union
leaders were murdered.
General Lucas Garcia took paver in
1978 and unleashed a wave of violence

’

see

URGENT, page 4
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Shamir Visits U.S.

183 Die in Crash
MADRID - The fiery crash of a Colombian jetliner that killed 183 people
early Sunday leaves scores of dead
unidentified. Charred bodies lie in a
Madrid airport hangar where stunned relatives and officials fde past in
hopes of recognizing the victims.

WASHINGTON - Israel’s new
prime minister, Yitzhak Shamir,
makes his first official visit to
Washington at a time when the United
States and Israel have resolved their
misunderstandings over Lebanon and
are ready to work closely in pursuit of
their newly defined “joint strategic
interests.”

Agreement Ignored

Snowstorm Advances

-

TRIPOLI, Lebanon
Palestinians
trade sporadic artillery and automatic
weapons fire across their tense ceasefire line despite a withdrawal agreement accepted by Yasser Arafat and
the PLO rebels. President Gemayel
goes to Washington.

Snowdrifts up to 8 feet high and layers
of ice half an inch thick stall travelers
across the plains as a strong snowstorm
chugs northeastward after plastering
the Rockies with deep snow. Blowing
snow slashes visibility to zero in parts
of Kansas and Nebraska.

ATTENTION!
Mandatory Meeting
for

Tufts Daily Editors

TONIGHT
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Iraq Denies
Bombings
NICOSIA, cyprus (AP) - 1ran’’sofficial news agency said a suicide truck
bomb attack by Iraqi underground
members Sunday killed more than 100
Iraqi officials in Baghdad, and a second fatal bombing killed “tens” of
military personnel. Iraq denied the
report.
The official Iraqi news agency, INA,
quoted an Iraqi spokesman as saying
“such events did not take place in
BAghad today.’ ’
Iran’s claim could not immediately
be confirmed independently.
The Iranian agency, Irna, said Iraqi Islamic revolutionaries first struck
the central headquarters of Iraq’s intelligence services in near Baghdad’s
. Abyath palace.
It said a man named Ibrabim
Salman smashed his explosives laden

vehicle into the building, “killing at
least 100 Iraqi officials.” and died in
the attack.
The Iranian agency said the second
attack was carried out by “Iraqi Mujahideen” who detonated a bomb inside an Iraqi military center in
Bahdad’s Bab-ul-Moattham area
“killing tens of Iraqi military personnel.” Irna said the two bomb attacks
were carried out to mark the anniversary of an anti-government demonsmtion seven years ago in the holy city
of Karbala south of Baghdad. It said
Iraqi troops killed scores of
demonstrators when they broke up the
demonstration.
The official denial carried by the
Iraqi news agency said, “Such allegations reflect the impossibility of belitting Iraq’s determination to confront
any aggression decisively, safeguarding
the security of the Iraqi people and the
safety of Iraq’s land.”
Iran and Iraq have been locked in
a border war for more than three
years.
. 4

please recycle
this papeK .INTO THE OCEAN WORLD
All-College 60
One course credit (does not satisfy the Natural Science
Requirement).
This interdisciplinary course includes coverage of maritime
history, marine sciences, marine politics and economics, and
the marine environment for freshmen and sophomores. Nonscience as well as science majors are encouraged to apply. The
course is offered through the Massachusetts colleges and
universities. Enrollment is limited. For further information,
contact Professor Jan A. Pechenik in the Biology Department.
Applications may be obtained form the Biology Department
(Dana Building) or from Rean Maxwell’s Office (Ballou).
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NEW COURSE OFFERING FOR SPRING 1984
All-College 94 - WATER, WATER
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This is a team-taught, interdisciplinary course about water management, open to both science
and non-science majors. Political, historical, economic and technological perspectives will I
be represented. This course is offered through the Massachusetts Bay Marine Studies Consortium, and will involve participation by students from approximately 20 New England col- I
leges and universities. Applications are availablefnrm the Biology Department @ana Building)
I
and Dean Maxwell’s ofice (Ballou Hall). Professor 3an A.
I
Pechenick will be happy to answer any q u p s t b a .
I
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Massachusetts Fire
Network Created
LEXINGfON (AP)- After 26 years,
a 15-region network now links
Massachusetts’ 376 fire departments
in the event of a major fm emergency
such as those which have struck Lynn
and Chelsea, says Lexington Fire
Chief John D. Bergeron.
Under the network, regional headquarters, eventually to be linked by
radio, will order assistance to an
emergency fire scene and mobilize
backup fire-fighters and equipment
from other regions, said Bergeron,
chariman of the network organizing
committee.
No area of the state will be left
without fire protection, said Bergeron.
Command chiefs of the 15 regions
were sworn in last week by Dem@
Condon, assistant state secretary of
public safety.
The network stemmed from
criticism in 1957 of a lack of an overall state plan for fighting forest fues
following outbreaks in Plymouth.
Bergeron said in an interview
published Sunday that the devastating
Chelsea and Lynn fires stripped whole
sections of Essex and Middlesex counties of fire equipment.
Under the network arrangement,
help from other regions. would be
-channeled to fill the void.

He said that once the Legislature
appropriated money, the network
would establish a radio network using
an unused channel of the forestry service and the statewide microwave
system.
Communities will pay for the use of
their firefighters and equipment.
Network control centers are in
Amherst, Attleboro, Beverly,
Chelmsford, Fitchburg, Greenfield,
Haverhill, Ludlow, Natick, Newton,
Pittsfield, Randolph, Southbridge,
Wareham, and Yarmouth,
The network grew out of a mutualaid pack involving Boston and 14 surrounding communities using a special
radio channel at Newton fire
headquarters.
A dozen North Shore fire companies
established a separate network with
headquarters in Beverly.
Following the Lynn and Chelsea
fires, the Newton Control was widened in 1980 to include 34 communities
under the name Memfire Association,
and another separate network was
created with headquarters in
Randolph.
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URGENT, continued
in the countryside, massacring 100 Indians in Alta Verapaz in July and
suspected any peasant linked to the
development movement of being a
subversive. The Nicaraguan revolution
hadn’t yet succeeded when the main
Guatemalan indigenous rebel
organizations began massively
recruiting participation and support
among the persecuted Indian peasantry. By 1980 both the size and impetus
of the revolutionary struggle had increased, and massive counterinsurgency campaigns were unleashed by the
Israeli-trained and U.S.-backed
Guatemalan armed forces, causing
tens of thousands of civilians to flee
their tomes. Even the congressional
reports issued in Washington deny any
evidence of the Nicaraguan involvement in Guatemala to which Tom
Peirce attributes the revolutionary
upsurge. ,
Nor is there any evidence that “the
Cuban government... is certainly a
strong impetus behind Guatemala’s
guerilla activity.” This assertion, frequently made by the Reagan Administration while it fought to null@
President Carter’s ban on the sale of
arms to Guatemala, is persistently
rebuffed by Congress. No factual information exists, not even the examination of arms captured from the
guerillas, to support it.
Again, to quote Tom Peirce:

THE TUFTS DAILY

“. ..Cuba cannot legitimately present
itself as a saviour when it has not been
able to resolve the enormous social injustices which exist in its own country.” First, Cuba has not presented
itself as a “saviour”; this type of
characterization strikes me as being a
reductionist and vain attempt to play
East-West chess with Guatemala. Second, are you certain, Mr. Peirce, that
the social injustices in Cuba are comparable to those in Guatemala? I would
suggest that you compare what is comparable. Furthermore, analyzing
Cuban society is totally irrelevant to
grasping the nature of the revolutionary struggle in Guatemala.
In another dubious comparison,
Tom Peirce claims that the civilian
patrols in Guatemala resemble the
Nicaraguan militia and civil defense
committees. In Guatemala, the
peasants are coerced into performing
periodic “shifts” within civilian
patrols to assist the armed forces; Indians are told to burn villages and
fields, to massacre fellow peasants and
often to kill members of their own
family. Refusal to do any of these
results in execution. Men of all ages,
from 15 to 45, are subjected to this
governmental terrorism. Can this be
compared to the civil defense committees being set up in Nicaragua to defend ’the revolution in the face of an
undeclared war being waged, from
outside; against their country? May
M. Peirce’s objective readers judge.
Rather than vainly trying
- to make

I

the Guatemalan revolution tit a classic
theoretical pattern of East-West struggle, Tom Peirce and others should
make a sincere &fort to recognize and
discuss the originality, but also the
urgency, of the Guatemalan liberation
struggle. Mr. Peirce states: “It is a sad
fact that U.S. Intelligence, in its
blacker days, planned a coup that put
the military in power in 1954.” What
makes those days any blacker than.
today?
Geoffroy de Laforcade
A’85

NSH, continued

’

motive, Rajan says it offers the
students “true business experience.”
Rajan states that while TSR projects
make little or no money, NSH
employees have something to gain, or
lose, in each undertaking; they make
or lose money depending on the success of each project. Explains Rajan,
“We offer the financial compensation
the student deserves.”
NSH is unique among student-run
businesses at Tufcs because it is incorporated. Through his experience as a
partner in Island Entertainers, a
student-run entertainment production
company, Rajan learned the liability of
operating an unincorporated business.
As Rajan believes that the liability
risks may be great, NSH applied to be
legally recognized as a corporation and
is so recognized in New York,
Massachusetts, and Florida. Rajan emphasizes that the main

Monday, November 28, 1983

benefit of being a corporation is that
students working for NSH learn the
“ins and outs” of corporate operations. Student2 file the tax forms and
insurance forms for the corporation,
and they learn how the stockholders,
executive board, and employees interact in a company.
As a corporation, NSH stockholders
who have invested in thecompany will
make or lose money, depending on the
success of the business. NSH’s executive board, which oversees the
company, is comprised of a president,
vice-president, and director of student
services.
At present, the six Tufts students
who are full-time NSH leaders are
Sunil Rajan, President, Grant
Guilbeault, Vice-president of Student
Services, Brett Ackerman, Director of
Student Services, Matt Lorin, Director of Student Entertainment, Dave
Skinner, Corporate Assistant, and
Renee Gerard, Publications and Standard Operational Procedures Director.
In addition, Rajan states that NSH has
a “whole list” of people working for
them on a temporary basis. Temporary
employees of NSH, Rajan explains,
make at least minimum wage. Full
time workers do not make a constant
salary, but Guilbeault projects that
they expect to be paying the employees
on a weekly basis this spring.
The corporate . headquarters for
NSH is a Boston-located office that

see NSH,page 8

SENIORS: PLEASE PARTICIPATE IN
THE SURVEY CONCERNING A
CAREERS FAIR TO BE HELD
OND
SEMESTER.
-

PLACE: &ATON LOUNGf
DATE: MONDAY NOVEMBER 28th
TIME: ALL DAY
I

I

THIS IS GOING TO BE A NON-TECHNICAL CAREERS FAIR
FOR LIBERAL ARTS STUDENTS. YOUR PARTICIPATION
WILL HELP DETERMINE THE FORMAT OF THE FAIR.

Mouday, November 28, 1983
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‘We Won’t Pays9 9 Pay-Off
is in the Production
by CHRIS ARNOTT
Pay attention. “We Won’t Pay! We
Won’t Pay!” is worth the price of admission to the Charlestown Working
Theatre, where it’s playing through
December 17.
.
I had mixed thoughts about attending this, because although I am a
strong booster of the (increasinglyfrequent) off-campus directorial efforts ol
Tufts Drama professor Downing
Cless, and was enthralled by the one
previous production from the Stage
Left Company, I had heard only ghastly things, about the play, which is
Italian playwright Dario Fo’s secondbest-known work. (“Accidental
Dealth of an Anarchist,” his main
claim to h e , is often read but seldom
performed.)
In fact, I thought up several possible headlines for this review, based on
my negative pre-conceptions. If it was
truly dreadful, I could label it “Friend
or Fo?” If Fo was so-so, “We Won’t
‘’Pay” would be “Fo Better or Fo
Worse.” I simply wasn’t prepared for
“Fo, He’s a Jolly Good Fellow.”
I’m airing my biases because this
isn’t a show you can visit cold. The
play’s confrontational title, the
ublicity which says that it “breeds

comic action out of political crisis,”
and the group names Stage Left and
Working Theatre all have certain connotations. If you seek uplifting
political theatre and want to convert
your friends to socialism, you might
be disappointed. “We Won’t Pay” has
a clear, bright message, but you
already know what it is, and though
it gets preachy and one-tracked, it
can’t convince any dissenters, and
doesn’t appear to try.
What’s the pay-off, then? Well,
“We Won’t Pay’ is an unabashed farce,
and often screamingly funny. It’s a sitcom - situation communism,
“Honeymooners” Italian-style - and
if you can deal with that, ym’re home
free. If, however, you beleve that
politics and parlor tricks don’t mix,
this light-and-lively little show may
have you Fo-ming at the mouth.
The plot (not so much a communisz
plot as a Leftist Laverne and Shirley
sketch) involves a patriotic working
class Everyman who thinks he’s
cIevercr thanhe is, and the half-baked
philosophies of his dim-witted but
wiser-than-you-thinkbest friend. Ais0
included are the outsmarting schemes
of his subservient wife, and the passive

The chameleonic David Perrigo, center, lends an even deeper twodimensional quality to this funfest. With him are Veronica Lewis (1.) and
Debra Wise (r.).
assistance of her best friend, and how
they all deal with the oppressive problems of the world at large.
In this production, all this world’s
on stage in the form of one actor, the
chameleonic David Perrigo, lending

an even deeper two-dimensional cartoon quality to this “Flintstones a-laFo” funfest. Have no illusions about
deep inner meanings. Fo’s intent was

see PAX pane 8

IMACPHIE PUB .PRESENTS:ll

I

9:30 O n the big screen.

PUB HOURS
Sunday

- Thursday

9:m -

$2
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New Me1 Brooks Film Better
Than You’d-Think
by PRUDENCE GRANT

’To Be or Not to Be” is a remarkable
frlm for all the wrong reasons. It’s an
admitted vehicle for Me1 Brooks and
his wife Anne Bancroft to appear
together on film for the first time (not
-counting her cameo in “Silent
Alovie“’. It‘s another escuse for Mr.
Brooks to dress up as a comic Nazi.
It‘s trading on the names and reputations of Ernst Lubitsch and Jack Benny. who created the original. The fact
that it‘s successful on its own is one
of the cinematic surprises of the year.
”To Be Or Not To Be” will open
December 16 at a Sack Theatre to be
announced.
The film has its faults.\but they’re
not inherited from the 1949 original,
nor are they the usual pitfalls which
plague decades-late remakes. It should
be said up front that Me1 BrooksStars
in but did not direct this film, and that
it is his first attempt t acting in
something other than a &oF‘Anne
Bancroft has never played a comedy
before. The r e d of the dipping into
new genres and expressions is a
somewhat disturbing reliance on

\\

frothiness of the film as a whole make
these liabilities rather small.
Brooks and Bancroft play the stars
of a theatrical troop during the Nazi
takeover of Poland in World War 11.
There’s Spying, Sentimality and
Shakespeare, and a superstar supporting cast which includes Tim
[“Animal House’’) Matheson, Charles
(“Best Little Whorehouse”) Durning,
Jose (“Cyrano”) Ferrer, George
(“Tootsie”) Gaynes, Christopher
(“Taxi’) Lloyd, and doing a shylock
monologue from T h e Merchant of
Venice, Lewis J. Stadlen, who was
Grouch0 Marx in the musical “Minnie’s Boys.”
The director of “To Be Or Not To
Be31 is Alan Johnson, an Emmywinning choreographer responsible for
&sic Brook; tribute to tastelessness
as “Springtime for Hitler’: and “The
Inquistion.” His direction in this film +
is lackluster and
mgy, and sur,‘umber (there
prisingly, t mL
are severel 2’’ ’ ;dental to the Plot
and to the overall impact of the film)
are the weakest links. This may be
__dl

.

. ..

. .

Undeceived by the mask of his opponent, Polish traitor Professor Siletski
aose Femr), left, threatens Frederick Bronski (Me1 Brooks) in Brooks’ new
funny and rarely offensive “To Be or Not to Be”.
*n-

.

that they are Poland’s top musical
comedy team.
Whatever Johnson’s contribution,
it’s the presence of Me1 Brooks which
carries “To Be or Not To Be,:’ and it
is pleasing to see how well he can h a s

This film is likely to be a real crowdpleaser, if crowds decide to‘see it. “To
Be Or Not To Be,” like another
celebrated “as you’ve never seen him
before” Christmas release of a few
years ago, “Pennies from Heaven,”

Seekinga new balance: The Individml CIS citizenN
PROFESSOR ARCHIBALD COX
NATIONAL CHAIRMAN COMMON CAUSE
FORMER WATERGATE PROSECUTOR
FORUM RESPONDENTS
Professor Hugo Bedau - Tufts Philosophy Dept.
Dean Robyn Gittleman - Experimental College - Moderator
Professor Rosemary Taylor - Community Heatth Program

.

Tuesday November 29 730 PM.
Cabot Auditorium
Co-sponsored by the Experimental College and Goddard Chapel
0
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CE MANDATORY

. -

the Street
goes uphi;l,
he
railroad tracks. Tickets are reasonably
priced, and the onstage talent among
the best in Boston, so don’t pass this
up premaJurely - just prepare
yourself for it.

PAY, continued
obviously to package his propaganda
with more discreetness than this playT V pastiche provides. The scream’
rises to the top too early, and the second act goes completely sour.
Got the idea? Well, my opinion of
the Stage Left and of Downing Cless’
directorial ability hasn’t diminished.
Inflated pretend-pregnant stomachs
and dogfood eating are far beneath the
assembled talents at the CWT, but
they certainly play all the yucks to the
hilt. The cast is uniformly superb,
especially the class-conscious couple
next door as conceived by the hulking Eric Menyuk and the delightfully
dizzy Veronica Lewis. The play could
not be any funnier than it is presented
in this production, and that’s the problem. My own exclamation on leaving
was not “We Won’t Pay! We Won’t
Pay!” but “Why Fo’s Play? Why Fo’s
Play?”
“We Won’t Pay! We Won’t Pay!” is
playing for two and a half more weeks
at the Charlestown Working Theatre,
442 Bunker Hill AVe., Charlestown take the T to Sullivan Square, cross the
parking lot, walk over by the
Schraffis’ hctory, and the theatre’s on
’

BROOKS, continued
diences, and may flop anyway due to
bad timing - there are several major
films with Jewish or War themes set
for December release. But if it comes
to a shopping mall near you, bring
your friends and family, because it’s
funny and rarely offensive. The
trademark Me1 Brooks tastelessness is
temperred with pathos, and this “To
Be or Not T~ Be” is one remake
which, refreshingly, forces comparisons with the original. It’s bound
to be one of the better comedies
available during the winter break, and
has a lot to recommend it.

NSH,CoMlaed
the students have rented. NSH also
uses offices in New York and Miami *
that are in communication by
computer.
Although NSH is now centered at
Tufts, Rajan states that members are
I

I1

I

i

I

presently “cultivating connections’’ at
other area schools, such as Harvard,
Bmndeis, and B.U. Rajan adds that
NSH hopes to learn frorr the mistakes
of its projects at other schools and to
correct them at Tufts and that,
through their connections with other
colleges, NSH can make Tufts “more
cohesive with other colleges.” This,
W a n elabomm, W U be accomplished
through the SPnsorshiP
Ofmdti-camPus Paflies at area ClubsThe NSH offices in New York and
Florida are set UP to Provide Tufts
Students with events in those areas.
‘Fore=Pk NSH hopes to have Parties in Fort Lauderdale during spring
break and three parties in New York
City have already been planned.
So far at Tufts NSH has sponsored
a benefit for the Help Under
Chduates (HUG) f w d at Nine Lansdown,-a number of events at the JUbo and a bus service to New York City foo Thanksgiving weekend, While
NSH has concentrated mostly on serthis semester, Rajm pmjects that
“in the foreseeable future,” NSH will
branch out.into goods.
’ NSH has already signed several contracts for Projects that theY Plan to implement on January 19th. Although a
sense of compe,titionwith TSR makes
NSH reluctant to reveal their anticipated projects, they did disclose
three definite services that ark
planned for next year.

One of the NSH projects is an
answering service that would be provided on a weeklylmonthlylsemesterly basis. Students will be able to give
their friends a number manned by an
operator to call in case there is no
answer at their home. Students will
then be able to check in. with the
operator for messages.
NSH is also discussing an oncampus advertising service for area
and non-area merchants. Guilbeault
explains that such a service will “give
the new and coming freshmen an idea
of what’s available.”
Because they see the present campus mail system as inefficient, NSH
is also planning to set up a messenger
service that would include hand
delivery with assured codidentiality.
Individual departments.will be able to
set up an account with NSH to have
‘ their mail delivered.

---------_-_-_____
1

.--------------------
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. physicians whQ
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HEALTH, continued
Rizzone emphasized, however, that
“We do not need bed space; we have
adequate numbers of beds.” He added, “I don’t foresee problems with
bed space in the future.” In response
to a question about the need for single
rooms in cases when students must be
quarantined, Rizzone said that the
present plan “would help with
quarantining to a point.” “We can’t
have single rooms; there’s not enough
physical space’’ in the building, he
explained.
When asked about the possibility of
problems in obtaining a building permit from the city of Somerville, Rizzone stated,” I don’t foresee any
building problems at this time. We
[the Tufts administration] have to approve [the plans] ourselves and then
show [them] to the city.” He added
that “B and G (Buildings and
Grounds) has checked into it,” and has
given an initial “O.K.”
The extension will cost between
$200,000 and $300,000, according to
Dean of Faculty of Arts and Sciences
Frank Colcord. Rizzone explained
that the annex will be funded solely
by income generated by the health servies since it became a “cost center”
in 1980. He stated that Hooper now
has “close to $300,000” accumulated
and he projected that the total may rise
to “up to $320,000 or $330,000 this

THE TUFTS DAILY
year.’ ’
Rizzone qualified this however, calling it a “ball park figure,” and said,
“If we can keep it (the cost of the
building) below that I’d prefer to.” He
stressed that some money must be
reserved for equipment. “I can’t
allocate to the last cent” to build the
annex, Rizzone asserted, adding “We
have to keep enough space in reserve
ongoing costs.”
Although Provost Sol Gittleman
stated that the health services is no
longer a“cost center” of the university, meaning that it no longer generates
income, Rizzone explained that there
is still a possibility for Hooper to turn
a profit, depending on the number of
student visits sustained, and on the
type of services necessary for those
students.
Rizzone said that in 1980 the health
fee became clearly defined as a
separate part of tuition. Althought the
fee had always been a part of tuitim
and supported by the college, reasons
for a specific health fee include its
deductability on tax forms and the fact
that it allows students to know exactly how much money is spent by health
services.
The fee, which covers approximately
75 percent of all services, pays for all
outpatient visits and consultations,
Rizzone explained. Health insurance,
covering about 25 percent of all costs,
supports lab costs, inpatient visits, xrays, and necessary supplies for the

facility. Rizzone emphasized that since
not all students need to use the lab and
inpatient services, “it’s not fair to put
that in the health fee. If the 25 percent borne by health insurance were
all funded by the health fee, we would
have to add, roughly another $50 per
person [to the fee].”
Rizzone asserted that the profits
turned by Hooper are due to an
underestimation of numbers of visits
calling for services paid for by health
insurance. “In the first one to two
years,” Rizzone clarified, “it was hard
to determine “Hooper’s exact
operating budget.”
“We’re not here to make a profit;
we’re trying to come out at the breakeven point,” he said, adding that while
figuring the budget he never knows
whether the health service will eventually gain or lose money, stating that
it all depends on activity concerning
health insurance. “If the workload is
high in those areas, we may generate
income. If we generate funds above
our estimation in the budget, we have
income,” Rizzone went on. He also
warned that Hooper needs some
reserve funds because “some years we
may go negative. It’s not going to be
that way [generating income] all the
time.”
Currently Rizzone and the administration are researching the effects
the annex will have on tuition in the
next few years. Rizzone said, “We
have to be sure that what we have will
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be able to run on maintenance. We
want to know there are enough funds
to operate, not sink, after we enlarge.”
Colcord indicated that he didn’t know
exactly when the extension will receive
the go-ahead because the administration “has to have the financial picture
well understood” and this extends
beyond the immediate costs. Git-.
tleman also confirmed that “we’re
waiting to see the cost in the out
years,” meaning 1986-87 and beyond.
Both Colcord and Rizzone stressed,
however, the importance of student
pressure in this issue. Colcord said,
“It’s important that the student senate
and the press take an interest” in
health services, and Rizzone encouraged “the student body” to
”voice its opinion.” “I think they’re
doing it,” he added.

-Maephie Pub Presents:
Thursday,December I
9:30EM. $5

.Mon..Tues..Wed.. ONLY
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Tenzative List - Experimental
College - Courses for Spring
’84
~

You cannot pre-register for Ex College courses. Ex College will have its own
registration on ’January 19, jkom 9:OO-4:00, in the Ex College conference room,
Ist floor, Miner Hall.
Unless otherwise indicatd below in an individual listing, all Ex College courses
are one-credit, letter-graded electives.
/,

-

Exp 02 S Jack Kerouac and the Beats
Johnson
BurnettlRosenfeld
PasslFail
Exp 03 S TwentiethGentury Humor
Exp 04 S Necessary Bread: Black Women Write& - Wright
Strauss
PasslFail
Exp 05 S Novels lnto Film
Wynne
Exp 06 S Children of Violence: The vision of Doris Lessing
Exp 07 S Language, Culture, and Sexual bias
Smith-Hefner
ToupinlHsiao
Exp 08 S Asian-American Literature

-

-

-

-

-

.i
I

.

.

.

.i

.

.

. \ ...

-

D’Amore
Exp 14 S Exploring Sculpture
Zucker
Half credit, PasslFail.
Exp 15 S T’ai Chi

-

-

Exp 21 S Horses and Horsemanship
KaWAlbritton - PasslFail
Exp 22 S Toxic Waste Assessment - ChudyklEverslRossignol
Hecht
PasslFail
Exp 24 S Energy for Survival
PasslFail
Exp 25 S Modular Transportable Programming - ManlWillrich
Exp 26 S Introduction t o Computers - Dennettllsles
Wourms
Exp 28 S Introduction t o Horticulture‘

-

-

-

-

Exp 31 S Dream lnttepretation - AlterlCushing
Kohn
Exp 34 S Competition : The Need to be Number One
Exp 36 S Rights and Responsibilities: Relationships, Marriage, and the Law
Exp 37 S Psycology of the Newly Handicapped - McGowan

-

- Villarreal

Exp 40 S War, Conflict, and Violence - Elias/Wolf
Exp 42 S Practical visions of a Non-Violent World

- Guise/Brink

Exp 43 S ljuman Rights in Latin America - Manz, cross listed as IR 082C
Exp 44 § From Anti-Fascism to Anti-Communism: America, Klaus Barbie, and the Cold War
Exp 46 S Race Awareness within American Society - Vance.
Exp 48 S The Laws of War and Armed Conflict - Sands, cross.listed as Ir 082A

- Meldon

Exp 52 CS International Mass Media - TBA cross-listed as IR 082E
Exp 54 CS Legal and Ethical Issues in Broadcasting
Dietz
Donahue, Kusiak, Goldman
Exp 55 S Community Media Production
Exp 56 S’News Writing - Hol.mes
Exp 57 S Public Speaking -, Moffatt
Half credit
Exp 58 § Changing the Rules: The Impact of the news media in the 1980s - O’bonnell
Exp 59 S the Journalist as Historian - Sibs/Unterburger - PasslFail.

-

-

.

”.

-

.

Exp 61 S Armenian Civilization - Maksoudian, cross-listed as IR 082F
Exp 62 S Muslim Asia in the Soviet.Union - Forbes Manz, cross-listed as IR 082G
Spangler, Cross-listed as IR 0828
Exp. 64 S American Foreign Policy since 1945
Exp 66 S The American Worker in the Twentieth Century - Goldberg
Exp 68 S “Are you.now, or have you Ever Been
AdelmanlAronson, PasslFail.

-

~

...” -

- Kapstein, Cross Listed as IR 0820
- GainedDonahue

Exp 72 S Business and 1nternational.Affairs
Exp 75 S Consumer Rights and Remedies
Exp 78 S Juvenile Justice - Clayman.

Exp 90‘s Leading a Seminar - Gittleman - Variable Credit - PasslFail.
Half credit
Exp 93 S Continuing Education Seminar - Connor
Exp 99 S Auditing for Breadth
Gittleman - Variable credit.

-

-

P

- .
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Classifieds
--

Monday
Susan Bell
Assistant Professor of Sociology, Bowdoin College will speak on “Living
With Risk” - The Social Construction of a DES Exper.ience, Monday,
Nov. 28, 11:30 a.m., Miner 12.
AIESEC - meeting Mon, Nov. 28, 7
pm. Officers must attend, everyone is
welcome.
Professor Packard will speak on “The
Development in Health in Southern
Africa” A part of the TCIA lunchon
lectures series. 11:45-1:00pm (free
block) Cabot 205. Monday, Nov. 28.
SPSG is sponsoring Dr. Gavro
Altman, Executive Director of the
Commission for Educational Exchange between the US and
Yugoslavia. Dr. Altman, a professor of
political science at University of
Ljubljana, will address the topic “USYugoslavia Relztions.” The address
will be at 11:30 AM in Cabot 205. All
members of the Tufts community are
invited.

-Tuesday-Are you female and considering
medical school? If so, you are invited
to a dinner and informal discussion
with female physicians, who graduated
from Tufts - Tuesday, Nov. 29, 1983
at 6 p.m. in Faculty Lounge, Mugar
Hall. Please RSVP to X3577.
If you are interested in leading discussion groups with junior and senior
high school students please attend a
brief meeting on Tuesday, November
29 at 4:30 at the Department of
Education (Lincoln Filene Basementj.
Attention All Engineering Students:
Confused about which courses to take
next semester? Tau Beta Pi will answer
all of your questions about professors
and courses on Tuesday, November
29th in Burden Lounge, Andersm
Hall from 7 to 9 p.m.
JPAC movie, Are you concerned about
Israel? Come see “America I love
you”, film that presents a variety of
opinions on Israel from the perspective of American Jews. All students invited on Tuesday, Nov. 29 at 7:30 PM
in Braker 20.
The Arts House Gallery is having an
opening of Student Photography Tuesday Nov. 29, from 7-9 pm. Wine and
cheese. All are welcome. If you can’t
make the opening, drop by any time.
There will be a Senior Class Committee meeting on Tuesday (11/29) at
1O:OO pm in Eaton Room 204.
At the Pub on Tuesday, November
28 ... Ray bonnevile - Back by
popular demand. The doors open at
9:30 and there is no cover charge.

The Pub will be hosting Ray Bonneville Tuesday the 29th once again as
he was such a success the first time,
earlier this semester. As usual there
will be no cover charge and the Pub
will open at 9:30. We look forward to
seeing you there.
The Peace and Social Justice Program
presents Professor Maryanne Wolf,
Dept of Child Study and Professor
Seymour Simches, Dept of Romance
Languages to talk about “Cognitive
Development: Understanding Good
and Evil,” as part of the program’s
weekly, team taught inter-disciplinary
course and public forum on peace and
social justice issues. The presentation
will be held at 7 pm. in Miner 21 on
Tuesday, Nov. 29 and is free and open
to the entire University community.
Contact Prof. Elias (~3465)for more
info.
German Film: The Marriage of Maria
Braun. (1978) by R.W. Fassbinder at
8:OO pm in Barnum 008, Nov. 29.

-WednesdayPsych Major? Mental Health? Social
Psych? Engineering Psych? The
Psychology Society invites you to learn
about career options in Psychology at
Alumnae Lounge on Wed. Nov. 30th
from 4-6 pm. Refreshments will be
served.
Eric Kraft, author of the serial novel
Peter Leroy, will read from his fiction
on Wed. Nov. 3 at 4:OO in Laminan
Lounge. Peter Leroy has recently been
read on WGBH radio’s program,
“Reading Aloud”. All are welcome.
The Tufts Big Sisters will be sponsporing a Bake Sale Wednesday, Nov. 30
in Eaton Lounge from 3:15-4:45.
Is the Catholic Church Sexist? What
is the role of women in the church today? We will be discussing these questions in our weekly discussion group
at the Catholic Center, 58 Winthrop
St. It’s the big, brown house on the
left just before Hillside. Wed. Nov. 30,
6:OO-7:OO. All faiths and non-faiths
welcome.
‘‘Lebanon: Peace at Gunpoint?”
T.C.I.A. presents a lecture and discussion by Prof. Fawaz. If you are concerned or confused or both by what’s
going in Lebanon. don’t miss this lecture! Wednesday, Nov. 30th, 8:OO pm
Cabot 205.
The Peace and Sociai Justice Film
Series will present three fi1ms:“Obedience” (Psychological Conditioning
and individual Wil1~;‘RapeCulture,”
(Sexual Violence in America)‘‘As if
People Mattered” (Impact of
Technology)
on
Wednesday,
November 30 at 7pm. in Barnum 008.
Donation $1. All members of the
University community are welcome.
... . . ..
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..

.

.

.
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General

“SANCTUARY AND THE ANTI-INTERVENTION MOVEMENT”:
An educational forum on the plight of
Central American refugees and the implications for U. S. foreign policy
featuring Arnold0 Ramos of El
Salvador’s FDR/FMLN will take
place on Saturday, December 10 at
7:30 pm at the Paulist Center (5 Park
St., Boston). Other speakers will be:
Rev, Bill Alberts of the Communty
Church of Boston; Maureen
O’Sullivan, director of the National
Immigration Project of the National
Lawyers’ Guild; and a Guatemalan
refugee who is now being provided
sanctuary by the Community Church.
Carolyn McDade and other musicians
will also be performing at the event.
Sponsored by xhe Community Church
of Boston, Mobilization for Survival
and the Central America Solidarity
Association. Admission is $2. For
more info. call 354-0008 or 266-6710.
Auditions for Slawomir Mrozek’s
“Vatzlav” will be held in Sweet Hall
on Wednesday 30, from 3: 30-6: 30 and
on Thursday, December 1, from 3:30
to 5:30. Directed by Vincent Murphy,
the Arena Theater’s new Artist-inResidence, the first Major production
of next semester will run March 6-10.
Auditions are open to all members of
the Tufts Community. Scripts may be
checked out overnight from the Arena
Theater production office with a $5
deposit. It is recommended but not
necessary to have read the play to audition; however, you must sign up for an
audition slot on the Arena call board.
Additional information is posted above
the sign up sheet.
O n Wednesday, Dec. 7, U.S.
Representative Ron Dellums will be
the featured speaker at a forum entitled “America’s Euromissles and
Foreign Intervention.” Joining him
will be Anna Vi0 (disarmament activist from Comiso, Italy) and author
and former editor of The Middle East
Research and Information Project,
Christopher Paine. The forum will
take place at 7:30, at Old South
Church. A $3 donation is requested.
For information contact: 354-0008.
The Tufts Senior Class Mugs have arrived! And you can get one for only
$1.50 at the Senior Class Happy Hour
on Friday (12/9) from 7-10 pm. Don’t
miss out on the mugs or the fun!
Would your dorm or organization like
to have a party “in true party style”?
Go with NSH. Choose the Pub,
Eaton, Jumbo’s or even a Boston club,
and we will supply the bartenders,
watresses, band, D.J., and clean-up
crew. We are “students fulfilling the
needs of students.” Call 628-5500 or
628-0639.

Boston Songfest ’83. Friday,
December 2nd at 8 pm in Cohen
Auditorium. six of the finest vocal a
cappela groups from in and around the
Boston area will perform. Groups will
include: The Radcliffe Pitches, The
Bosstones, The Wellesley Tupelos,
The Bowdoin Miscellania, and the
Brown High-Jinks each doing a 10
minute set. The Tufts Beelzebubs will
perform a full-length feature set. The
evening will be hosted by Dean Frank
Colcord. General admission $2.

-Lost & FoundLOST One gold hoop earing. If found
please call Randi at 625-5256.
Lost: A cat with a thick fur coat,
brownish with black spots, in the
vicinity of College Avenue on
11/19/83. If found or seen please call
666-4678 or come to 155 College Ave.
Lost - Gold ring with small diamond
chip on way from Latin Way to Cabot.
Please help me! Incredible sentimental value! Reward offered!! Call Laura
628-0424.
Keychain found with yellow plastic
coil in Fletcher parking lot. To reclah
it, call 391-2913 or come to 105
Carpenter Hse. evenings.
Lost: 1 X-L black leather glove on
11/21/83 on Boston Ave. betw. Tufts
PO. and Medford Hillside. please call
Carlos (day) 628-5000 ext 281 1 (eves.)
395-2686.

Ride offered to Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, leaving December 15th. Call
Laura 395-8589.

---For

Sale-

Refrigerator for sale. Full size and
good condition. Ideal for second house
fridge or beer storage. $50.00 or best
offer. Call Gerry 381-3277 eves.
Lonely? Living off campus? Wnat
somebody to dine with, jog with?
Well, I am offering you a beautiful,
fantastic, golden.. .retriever dog. My
parents cannot keep him - Please
help! Call Laurie at 623-2981 before
Thanksgiving break.
TSR Gifts introduces its newest, hottest item: Balloon in a Box...Send a
mylar balloon (with a message) to
ANYONE in the U.S.A.!!! Sounds
great, huh? Order now! Call 381-3224.
Complete your wardrobe with a
beautiful sash/belt from South
America. Great Selection of Colors
available. Only $5.00 and a nice gift
for yourself or for the holidays. Call
now for inquiries. 625-425 1.
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Classifieds

-Housing-

-

-For Sale30 Percent Off Retail Price!!!
Complete your fun wardrobe of the
’80’s with fabulous hand-painted
sneakers offered at a 30 percent discount. Seeing them is loving them,
but owning a pair is pure ecstasy. Call
today: 666-8733.

--Services-

Beautiful 100 per cent Alpaca WOO]
sweaters imported from Bolivia are
now available at discounted student
rates. All sizes and colors available.
Call 628-4932 for an appoint5ent. Try
one and lose yourself in warmth.
That’s right. ISLAND. ENTERTAINERS and the TUFTS SKI
CLUB are presenting the 3rd annual
College Party Ski Week at Smugglers’
Notch, Vermont. Ski to your luxurious
condominium equipped with sauna,
fireplace, full kitchen and TV. Jacuzzi and pool also available. Price includes round trip party bus from
Tufts, 5 nights’ accomodations in
beautiful slopeside condominiums,
5-day lift tickets, entertainment
coupons at all the hot spots in the
village, and all the fun you could
possibly imagine. Ask anyone who has
gone previously. January 13-18. All for
$199 which is the best price around.
Call 628-4932 for details. Remember:
the legal drinking age in Vermont is
18. Bring positive ID.

Ideal Audio is is back! Last yeai we
saved Tufts students almost $7,000.
See what we can do for you. We carry
virtually all brands of HI-FI equipment. Even those high-end “nodiscount” lines are discounted. We offer professiod installa6on and FULL
WARRANTY SERVICE. Back to
school specials, Maxell X L I I (formerly UDXL-11), $2.39, Discwasher D-4
$9.95. Call Steve or Stu at 776-8785.

,~ by tienri Arnold and Bob Lee

Space for grad student or Senior in
Winchester house with one grad student and two prof. 5.5. miles from
campus. Near Mystic Lakes. Plenty of
space and yard. Call Gerry 729-0585
days.

Tired of the dorm scene? Want home
cooked food for a change? Come join
our happy family of three juniors living in a huge, comfortable house on
Josephine Ave. off Ball Square. Male
or female, single available for next
semester and beyond. give us a call at
623-0241 for more info.
2 spaces available ir? ideal apartment
- spacious living quarters, nearby
campus (Love11 St.), low rent
($130/mo plus utilities), nuclear free
neighborhood! Rooms available for .
Spring semester with four other
seniors. Call 625-8084.
Room available in a spacious two flcior
apartment; 5 minutes from Tufts campus (Ball Square). Available in midDecember or January. Call Ruth
625-9257 evenings.
Come live in Crafts House! We have
a space in a double fof any friendly,
craftsy person that wants to join us.
Call 623-9226 or come by TO 14 Professors Row to meet everyone.

-PersonalsHoney!! And you thought you’d never
get a personal again! Wrong! Thirtythree more days. I can’t wait! (nictate,
nictate!) Yo re amo, baby, and don’t
you forget it.

Qm-ionofthe Day
“I’m not afraid to die. I just don’t want to be there when it happens.”

- Woody Allen
.

Ohthirtywormsters: Only the most incredibly kinky, corrupt, cruddy, ordure worshipping, druid-devil-beat
rocknroll listening types could think
Paradise boring. Please try to see the
right light, jerks. Thanks! Love, your
spiritual guide, John.
Ohthirtywormsters - Enjoy your look
at Bradise -- It may be your last.
Waiting for you. Charon of the Fiery
eyes.
.
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THAT SCRAMBLEDWORD GAME
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IDEAL AUDIOS 3 POINT PROTECTION PLAN! Unbiased advice
we carry almost every brand of Hi-Fi
equipment, we don’t have to ‘‘push”
any one line. 2. We offer FULL FACTORY WARRANTY SERVICE and
professional installation. 3. The best
deal, we discount all the lines we carry
including those HIGH END lines that
no one else discounts. 6 years experience enable us to recommend properly matched systems. Maxell
Systems. Maxell XL-I1 $2.39,
Discwasher $9.95. Call Steve or Stu at
776-8785
At Audible Sound we don’t make fancy claims. We offer everything that the
other campus sales people do; but our
attitude, pride and good advice speak
for themselves! We stock all major
brands: Maxell XLII cassettes $2.35
ea. AR-18D Spkrs. $166. Technics
SA-210 receiver cost $200., our price
$143. Get your best price, then call us!
628-4461 or 628-7273. Cameras,
video, stereo, T.V.’s, typewriters,
calculators, computers!

DANDRIDGE B HAHN
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Unscrantde tnese lour .Jumbles.
one iener IO eacn square. lo form
l o ~ oralnary
i
woids

ANGRY WHEN SOMEONE MANAGED

I
I

L 1 I

I;1

Printanswerhers:

-

1

Now arranoe the circled letters to
form the s;rprise answer, as suggested by the above cartoon

m] r n
HIS

(Answerstomorrow)
eserday s

I

Jumbles AGENT BALKY INLAND BESIDE
THE “STALK”
Answer What brings flowers?

-

N.Y. NEWS CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Atagreat
distance
5 Ramcon.
stellation
10 Forehead
14 Affection
15 Freight
16 Largecord
17 Total
output
19 So be it
20 Stitch
21 Golf pegs,
22 East
24 Peel
25 Broad
smile
26 Consequence
29 Record
face

33 Avoid
adroitly
34 Set of
furniture
35 Study
closely
36 Deal with
problems
37 Small tea
box
38 Slant
39 Large
monkey
4 t Scoop
chisel
41 Wire
barrier
42 Spread
through
44 Largeeel
45 Otherwise

46 Pass
quickly
47 Desire for
liquids
50 Dove sounds
51 Sheepsound
54 Round of
a chair
55 All that
exists
58 Monster
59 Raised
strip
60 Singing 4
voice
61 Antlered
animal
62 Swiftness
63 Surfboard
fin
DOWN

1 Mountains
2 Front
3 Declare
openly
4 Scarlet
5 Stress

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed

GARFIELD

bv JIM D A W

I HATE MONDAYS. I CAN‘T f
SUAKE TH15 AWFUL FEELING
THAT SOMETHING PREADFUL

VOU’RE GOING

0

1983 UniledFeaiure Synd;cale.1°C

6 Valued
7 Rainbow
8 Self-esteem
9 Resonance
10 Intelli.
gence
11 Eternal
City
12 Kind of
tournament
13 Proceeded

18
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

30
31
32
34
37
38
40

Useful
Mature
Boorish
Move
smoothly
Certain
tire
Run away
to wed
Great!
Creamy
candy
Frostimg ,
“La
Vita”
Goin
Fry in fat
Sleds
Shelter
Hardens

-

41 Givede.
ceitlullv
43 Busineis
combine
44 Surfeited
46 Counter.
leit
47 Walked
48 Gigantic
49 Concerning
50 Yield by
treaty
51 Cheat
52 Poker
stake
53 Eager
56 Privileged
otficial
57 Possesses

E

